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New Facility, Built by First Companies, Ensures Space 
for Future Growth and Enhanced Patient Care

West Michigan Eyecare Associates dates back to 1950 when Dr. 

Ford’s father first opened the practice. Dr. Gregory Ford joined 

his dad in 1990 and the practice continued to expand. The two 

started in a 900 square foot space and from there they leased 

1800 square feet until they merged with another practice in 

2001. The growing business then moved to a location with 

7,000 square feet, but the space was inefficient and made it 

challenging to provide the level of care they desired for their 

patients.

Dr. Ford and Dr. Kenyon began discussing their future space 

needs as well as owning versus leasing their next building. They 

started looking for available land near their current location. 

When First Companies began a second phase of development 

on East Paris Avenue SE –  a parcel of land just south of 

Heritage Pointe – Doctors Ford and Kenyon jumped at the 

chance to construct their own building.

“Purchasing land and taking on a ground-up construction 
project would ensure we finally had exactly what we wanted.  
We spent the last three years planning our move to this 
location, and it was all worth it.”

Dr. Gregory Ford, Managing Partner

WEST MICHIGAN 
EYECARE ASSOCIATES



The doctors knew of First 

Companies and spoke 

with Craig Baker, company 

president, to get things rolling. 

They spent time researching 

the company and checking 

out previous projects, built by 

First Companies, including the 

Retina Specialists of Michigan 

office on Cascade.

West Michigan Eyecare 

Associates now has over 

11,000 square feet (SF) of 

space, with their practice 

using about 9,000 SF. The 

remaining space is available 

for lease. There is a 1,500 

SF basement for mechanical 

systems and storage. The 

building’s exterior features a 

combination of brick, precast 

stone and cement board siding, 

with snowmelt sidewalks 

at the entries for staff and 

patient safety. LED lighting, 

large windows, and tall ceilings 

bring plenty of light into the open, spacious office, with 

custom cabinetry throughout to meet the specific needs of the 

practice.

“Efficiency was one of our primary goals for the new 
facility, and we were impressed with the office layout and 
flow using a centralized staff workspace in the Retina 
Specialists office. We decided to hire FlowOne to help 
ensure the most efficient workflow for our staff and 
patients and eliminate bottlenecks. We also used Custer 
to assist with laying out the space, making furniture and 
finishing selections, and our many custom interior build-
outs, including the reception desk, optical bar, dispensing 
stations, optical display and our kid’s zone with a swinging 
door in the shape of eyeglasses.”
Dr. Gregory Ford, Managing Partner

“The whole collaborative work area in 
the back is very unique to an optometry 
practice, which is often very segregated. 
Before we moved here, we didn’t always 
know who was in the office working.  
Now we are all very connected and 
communicate well. This not only helps 
us all learn from each other, but provides 
better care for our patients.”
Dr. Jeff Kenyon, Partner
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West Michigan Eyecare Associates offers a range of services, 

from basic eye exams to medical eye exams, visual evaluations 

and therapy, as well as a variety of eyeglasses and contact 

lenses. Since the doctors specialize in treating patients of all 

ages – from infants to the elderly – the office environment 

needed to accommodate everyone. A children’s area was 

created with toys to keep them occupied while waiting, and 

a coffee bar with comfortable seating puts adults at ease in 

this medical environment.

“Our old space was getting dated and we wanted a more 
modern look for the office and retail display area. We 
also needed better accessibility and adequate parking for 
our patients. This location meets those needs as well as 
provides close proximity to many other medical offices 
and services. It’s nice to be a part of a growing medical 
community here, which is also a benefit for our patients.”

Dr. Gregory Ford, Managing 
Partner
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A large, well-equipped optical lab is located just off the main 

waiting area behind the optical bar. The practice makes their 

own glasses onsite. Patients can bypass the receptionist desk and 

head straight to the optical bar and fitting stations for assistance 

when picking up their glasses or contact lenses - a much more 

efficient and convenient process for everyone. 

In addition to a dozen standard exam rooms, the practice has a 

special testing area with the latest technology and equipment 

to care for patients with diabetes, glaucoma and other 

eye-related diseases. Special imaging devices allow the doctors to 

photograph the eye and detect concerns early for treatment.

“My father was a general contractor and wanted to be 
involved in the construction process. The First Companies 
team was very gracious in allowing him to advocate on our 

behalf throughout the project. My dad couldn’t say enough 
good things about the quality of the work and his comfort 
with the entire team.” 
Dr. Jeff Kenyon, Partner

The doctors both agreed there were really no major challenges 

or issues along the way. They knew the completion date would 

be aggressive. They broke ground in April of 2016 and were able 

to move in by the end of the year as promised. All work was 

completed on time and on budget.

“We would definitely recommend First Companies to others.  
In fact, we already have!”


